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·City May Increase Water Rates 
.. 
. . 
UNM Pres. William Davis 
lavi·s: No. Basketball 
nvestigation Planned 
By Marit-S. Tully 
JNM President William Davis 
I he has confidence in UNM 
Lch Norm ·Ellenberger and 
11s no investigation of the 
rges made against Ellen-
ger by five black Lobo basket-
! players. 
I have confidence in the coach 
.enberger) and I've been a 
1e observer of the basketball 
son and his coaching," Davis 
I in an interview Thursday. 
What have they· (the five 
rers) said but a lot of con-
~ing views to the newsp~pers, 
,andradio,"lleaslted. ·· ~~"" ' 
. Davis has not met with any of 
the five. He talked with Athlelic 
Director Lavon McDonald and 
Ellenberger, he said. 
"It boils down to, if they don't 
want to play, they ?on't have to. 
No one is making anyone play 
basketball," Davis said. 
It is not unusual for athletes to 
drop out because they do not like 
the coach, the team or the way 
the game is played, he said. 
"What's unusual is that a 
group would band together and 
quit .en masse prior to the. final 
game of the season,·~ Davis said. 
r . , , 
By Mike Gallagher 
A proposed water rat~ in-
cr.ease, whic~ ~ould raise city 
residents' monthly water -bills. by 
22.5 per cent, and a budget in-
cre~se for the Water Divison of 
the Public Works Department, 
will be placed before. the City 
Council March 15. 
The rate increase and the 
budget i~crease have been ap-
proved by Mayor Harry .Kinney 
and will be introduced by Coun-
cillor Marion Cottrell. · 
The city wants an ap-
propriation of $666,593 for the 
·Water Division to cover a 33 per 
'cent increase in the cost of pqwer 
for pumping water to homes and 
businesses in the city, and the· 
continuation of the water meter 
rehabilitation program for fiscal 
1976. 
The water bill increase would 
not change the minimum water 
rates but would reduce the five 
graduated steps for increased 
water usage to two steps. The 
base rate of $2.50 for the first 400 
cubic feet would remain the same 
but the rate for every 100 cubic 
feet over the first 400 would in-
crease fr,\\m 20 to 28.5 cents. 
Lobophoto 
Marion Cottrell 
Large water users like big 
business and industry wiiJ be 
hardest hit by the water rate in-
crease even though all city 
r~sidents will be paying higher 
bills. 
Councillor Cottrell said there 
would be two more jumps in the 
water billing .rate over the next 
two years which would amount to 
a total increase of 45.per cent. 
·'. I.J ' .. 7 ,• -
'he protesting players are 
ky Williams, Mike Patterson, 
e Slaughter, George Berry 
Larry Gray. 
Argentinian Judge to Visit UNM 
Iavis said the players went 
!ctly to the media with their 
!Vances, although the or-
lry method is to talk with the 
~h. the athletic director and 
lly the president. 
[f they have grievances then I 
1ld expect them first to work 
n out with the coach. There 
~procedures within the 
versity they could have ad-
;sed themselves to, but they 
a't choose .this route," he said. 
By Sandi Bickel · 
Dr. Miguel Herrera Figueroa, 
president of the John F. Kennedy 
University · in Buenos Aires, 
Argentina, will be guest lecturer 
at the UNM Sociology Depart-
ment and Law SchooJ·March 1-12. 
Well known internationally, he 
is a legal scholar and appellate 
judge (a judge in the court of ap-
peals). Dr. Figueroa was invited 
to UNM by Prof. Cruse Reynoso 
of the Law School and Dr. Pedro 
David of the Sociology Depart-
ment. to present his personal 
views and theories on 
criminology. He is also con-
tributing a workable and realistic 
perspective of Latin American 
law to ONM students. Law 
students taking Latin American 
Comparative Law, taught by 
both Reynoso and David, spent 
the first month of class reviewing 
the civil system of Latin 
America, including statutory 
and constitutional law. 
There are approximately 25 
law schools in Argentina. The 
most important of these is the 
National Law School of Buenos 
Aires with 35,000 students. Four 
thousand students attend the 
John F. Kennedy University 
which does not have a separate 
law school. It does, however, 
create a foundation for the study 
of Jaw by offering classes in 
political science, sociology and 
economics. 
~ . ·. PI .M h- d .C M . . • _ • In America there are hundreds 
,roup ans et . o s o. ot~vat1on, ~~~.~::.:~~.::::.t.:hr.~ ~:.!it: 
. . strengthen Latin American and 
• By J'! Lepez . :·· ·_. • ·'\ te~lectual stimulation," Wynn American ties. . 
!)ecaal tutoraal course sectaons .·. , sa1d. The John F. Kennedy UniVer: 
colloquium-type, meal lee- · · · Physics professor Colston sity is one of the few Universities 
~s are methods the College of Chandler _said students might not . in Latin America to have a depar-
;, and Sciences Ad Hoc Com· want to attend the extra hour of tment of American st_udies. It 
ee on Honors Programs is class unless they were credited teaches the various aspects of 
us~dng to further motivate an extra ~our with it. He cited an American life-discipline, 
lernia in students. optional lab for students of some thought and study. 
~e committee has directed its physics courses. He said While the case method .is em-
ntion primarily to the 100 to enrollment for the extra lab sec- phasized in America, codification 
New Mexico students to tion is about 30 per ·cent of the is s\ressed in Latin America and 
ive presidential scholarships course enrollment. He said there Western Europe, excluding 
roposed by UNM President -~-~.-.·"·._ . :.-_··._·.·.·,_ .·· • ·are no restrictions except for the England. In other words, the iam Davis. - . _ time allotted: Latin legal system does not have 
udley Wynn, . consultant .-. Chandler said many students a common law system, so con-
tber of the committee and don't take the course because of· crete examples are not 4:rucial in 
essot Emer.itus of E.nglish, lirrr'~ t~e tiJIIe limitation, an~ some ~f the teaching.ollaw. . • , 
e, some recommendatiOns. to · f has top students don t take 1t On March-9; at 7:30p.m. 10 the 
:ommittee. He suggested any \ because they don't want to go International . Ce!lter, Dr. 
idential sch·oJar ••Janding in a . ~\ through the trouble. . Figueroa wilt deliver a leeture 'in 
! freshman-.clasr be assigned .. There was much discu~sion as Spanish on the topic: "~ciolg_ia ~pe~jat ima11 tutorial (aot Colston Chandler t~ whether. these extr~ quiz sec· · del Es~etaculo e~. Ia Republica 
tdiall·seetion to be conducted t i 0 n e spec i a II y for t he s e . ~1ons should be mandatory or op~ Argentina." .In~ tli1s contex-t the 
regular stafrmemberofthat presidential scholars. "The tiona I for the presidentral term ·•espectaeulo" relates to 
.r-tment·." problem would be to keep some scholars. . theater and sporting events, 
ynn said if a class already k i n d of c 1 o s e w a t c h u p on The committee was concerned phenomena which be deals with 
auch quiz seetions, the depar· presidential scholars and to about the criterion to be used to in. a recent book with the sarne 
tt might designat~ some sec· provide them some extra in· fConUnu,donpaptJ title. 1Continuedon Pl«etJ 
The second increase would 
take place in Jan., 1977 when the 
8.5 cent per 100 cubic feet of 
water over the minimum of 400 
feet would jump to 33 cents per 
100 cubic feet. 
The rate increase may be 
questioned by some councillor!J 
because in the past the city has 
taken $1.2 million from the 
Water Fund for other city 
operations and some people have 
called this a form of indirect 
taxation. 
City administrators defend 
this ·practice, stating the $1.2 
million amounts to a franchise 
tax which the city would levy on 
a privately owned utility Jike the 
phone company. 
However, the Water Division 
was made part of the City Public 
Works Department because it . 
would be cheaper for city 
.residents than to have the Water 
Division a privately owned 
utility. 
Jim Baca, Pubic Information 
Officer for the City, said there 
had not been a water rate in-
crease in four years. 
City officers said the average 
homeowrter's bill would go up 
from $5.30 a month to $6.49 '8 
month. 
Chief City Administrator, 
Frank Kleinhenz, said the money 
would go to the operational 
. budget of the Water Division to 
keep up with the rising costs of 
electricity .and the continuation 
of the meter rehabilitation 
program. 
Arthur Blumenfeld, director of 
the Department of Finance and 
Management, said the actual 
revenues made by the Water 
Division was $450,000 over the 
original estimates, and the 
reveue would be used to cover 
part of the increased costs of 
pumping water. 
Blumenfeld in a memo gave 
four reasons for why the in· 
creased appropriations were 
needed; 
-the original budget request 
did not take into account the 
rapid increases in costs because 
of inflation. 
-the increase in the amount 
of el~ctricity needed for pumping 
the water and the 33 per cent 
cost increase was not included in 
the original budget. 
-no allowance was made for 
the increase in the size of the 
system. 
--'!~he meter rehabilitation 
program· increases the ~ccuracy 
of water billing which increa.ses 
revenue and this program must 
be continued. · 
The Council will be asked to 
__ appropriate $254,000, whieh will 
come from the Water Capital 
Fund. for the continuation of 
meter rehabilitation. 
~. 
co 
~ Ford: Goldwater Did Not Think World 
News -5 .... o;l ~ WASHINGTON (UPl)- ·with Florida reporter~ .• in the President Ford thinks Sen,· course of which he was asked 
o Barry Goldwater, R·Ariz., may. about Goldwater's remark while 
.g have spoken without thinking the former President was in 
..J when he suggested Richard Peking, " 
~ Nixon stay in China, the White According to a transcript 
o;~ House disclosed Thursday. released by the White House, ~ 'l'he President made the com· Ford replied: "I don't think that 
.:=: mont in a Wednesday interview that comment was one that 
~ Senator Goldwater would make if 
~ he had thought about it." 
~ DO YOU NEED Ford said following the New 
z CASH? ~4a;~s~~~~t~;;:~;~. w~~t ~= 
~ believed the Nixon trip probably 
~ Earn $1 0 a week damaged his Presidential cam· 
P... paign. · 
donate twice weekly 'F-ii'ii'iiiii',;;;,.;;;,.;;;,,.;;;.,;;;.,,;;;.,;;;.,o.,,.o..,:;;,.;;;,.,;;;,.ii,,.mumnn;u•mn ... nma•lll!n;; . . 
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ATTENTION: 
COLLEGE GRADUATES! 
A NEW 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY 
ifj 
SD 
Become A ''Development Speci11list" 
The Development Specialist Program is offered by 
the University of San Diego in cooperation with The 
National Center for Development Training. 
If you 11re , •• a person who identifies well with others and relates well 
to diverse situations, oriented to social and educational values; a good 
organizer and coordinator, one who has the abilitY to articulate and be 
communicative, creative and imaginative 
JAere "*""' you 11 <Greer In development frolnlng olfer/ng you • • • 
an opporfunlfy to use your diverse talents and knowledge in a profes-
sional capacity. 
an opportunity to make a 'contribution to your community as you work 
with top chile, cultural and Industrial leaders 
an opportunity to achieve personal advancement in a growing field 
11n opportunity to plan great ideas and concepts and to see them 
become a reality. 
Spe<l11llre through ••• a curriculum which can be individually tailored 
so that students can concentrate on the one or.Jwo areas of develop· 
ment that interests them most: 
.•.. Cotnmunlly Service CamJ>algns 
••. , Hospitals and Health Care Financing 
. , . , Educational DeveloJ>ment 
. , .• Political FUnd Raising 
, .• , Ethnic and Religious SupJ>ort Programs 
, . , , Gift DeVelopment for Cultural Org~nizatlons 
Foro free brochure with information for you about new career oppor· 
!unities In a growing profession J>lease send the attached to: 
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO 
I DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST 
I PRoGRAM 
Box 56, Founders Hall 
Alcala Park 
San Diego, CA 92110 
I Name ............................... , ......................................... Ph one......................... I 
I' I 
I Address ........................................................................ ; ................................... 1 
I ........................................................ State ........................... : .. :.Zip.. ................ I 
I su~mer 0 June 7 to . F•ll' . . 0 $eplember 27 to I 
Semeller Aus:usl 20, 1976 Seme11er December 17, 1976 l----------~~---~----J 
In another dev!)lopment Thur· 
sday, Rep. Charles B. Rangel, D-
N.Y., requested a government 
accounting of any public funds 
which went toward defraying 
Nixon's expenses on the visit·. 
"Mr. Nixon's trip was clearly 
not an official mission on behalf 
of the people of the United 
States," Rangel said in a 
statement, "yet' an untold 
amount of taxpayers' money was 
spent to provide a number of ser· 
vices for Mr. Nixon and his party 
on this private excursion." 
Rangel said there was no 
rationale for any government ex· 
penditure on the trip, regardless 
of any briefings Nixon might 
provid.e the administration. 
"The American people have a 
right to know how much of their 
money is being spent to provide 
luxuries to Nixon as a private 
citizen traveling abroad on unof· 
ficial business," he said, 
Rangel sent his request for in-
formation to the general ac· 
counting office, congress' 
auditing agency, and the general 
services administration. 
I:.I.JK'-' .. 1:. 
{~~~r~/2 i!~~l~my 
t ••· .. •I"' ol'lod<·o I' I''''"'''' 'l'•l · ••••: ~AM 
. Cull 
r-\ loti loee 800·325·4867 
'-':? Umfravel Charters 
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The N12w Mexico Dnily l.nbo Js published 
M(]nda}' through friday every regul:tr we<.•k 
or the Univt'rsily year and weekb· during lht> 
sumn1er !it'.5sion by the Board of Stu(h:nt 
; Public:ttions of tlw Univcr:dty of New Mexico, 
nnd is not financially as~odalt•d with llNM. 
Second cluss postage p:sirl at AlbufjU('t(llle,"'" 
New Mexico 87131, Submlplion ra!o Is 1 
$10.00 for t~t• nt'ad(>mic Yt!nl'~ 
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.By United Press Interqatic)nal, 
Muskie Eyes Democratic Post· 
WASHINGTON -Sen. Edmund Muskie, D-Maine, announced 
Thursday he will compete for the' post of Senate Democratic 
Leader when the job is vacated in January by retiring Sen. Mike 
Mansfield. 
Hours after Mansfield announced he would not seek re-election 
this November, Muskie issued a statement declaring he was "iri: 
terested" in the top leadership post, 
"I will seek the majority leader's post in the Democratic caucus 
and will seek the support of my Democratic colleagues for the 
job," Muskie said. 
Muskie's action will pit him against Assistant Democratic 
Leader Robert Byrd of West Virginia, who is also expected to for-
mally declare his candidacy for the post. 
Heroin Seizures Double 
WASHINGTON-Heroin seizures throughout the world by 
U.S. agents and cooperating foreign governments doubled bet· 
ween 1974 and.1975, the Drug Enforcement Administration an-
nounced Thursday. 
DEA Administrator Peter B. Bensinger said the seizures in the 
United States and overseas, with U.S. agents helping, totaled 
2,459 pounds in 1975 compared to 1,223 pounds the year before . 
Gangs Play Follow the Leader 
FORT WAYNE, Ind.-One man w'as killed and two others were 
wounded by police bullets Thursday when two gangs tried to rob 
the same bank at practically the same time on the same day, 
The dead and wounded men were members of a gang fleeing 
the bank another gang had just held up, police said. . 
Investigators, piecing the puzzle together, said they had been 
tipped that a northeast side branch of the People's Trust Bank 
wol!ld be robbed. FBI agents staked out the place. 
But they apparently did not know two separate gangs had their 
eyes on the bank. 
Reagan Gets Tough 
ORLANDO, Fla.-Ronald Reagan, apparently following his 
supporters' advice to get tough with President Ford; charged · 
Thursday Ford has "neither the vision nor the leadership 
necessary to halt and reverse the diplomatic and military 
decline" of the nation .. 
"I fear for my country when I see White House indifference to 
the decline in our military position; when election year rhetoric is 
used as a substitute for strength,'' Reagan said, 
Reagan said Ford and Secretary of State Henry Kissinger had 
failed to tell the American people what they are getting out of 
detente. 
"There is little doubt in my mind that the Soviet Union will not 
stop takil'lg advantage of detente until it sees that the American 
people have elected a new President and appointed a new 
secretary of state,'' Reagan saitl. 
East Indlarl Movie~ "Namak-Jtaraam1• to be 
shown Sat., March 6, a! 7 p.m. in Woodward Hall 
Rm. 147. There will be ah admission charge, 
children free. 
·Enjoy this great new drink from Mexico! Phi Alpha Theta lllistory Club) mooting followed by a meeting of the IJistory Graduate Students Association, March 5, 3:30. p.m. in the 
ltislory bept. t~oungc, Mesa Vista Hall~ We're passing along the recipe used by Mexico City's 
famed Las Piramides bar. The secret is in the way these 
two great liquors blend so well with orange juice. Try 
one, there's nothing 
like it. Caraml>a! 
1 oz. Southern Comfort 
Y.. oz. tequila 
Orange juice 
. ·' 
Fill a highball glass with ice 
cubes. Add the tequila and 
Southern Comfort. Fill with 
juice, stir and add a cherry, 
You know it's got to be good . .. when it's made with 
Southern Comfort~ 
SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATION, 100 PROOF UOUEUR, ST.LOUIS, MO. S3132 
... ~ -· ........... ~ .... , 
"Criminal Justice in the U.S ... Iccture Friday at 
1:30 p.m. in Woodward Hali!O!. R, Myren, Dean 
of the School or Criminal Justice at NYCI wlll be 
the .speaker. · 
Dr. Jtan Suyin, internationally reCognized 
authority on modern China, wilf present slides of 
her recent trip to Tibet at Philosophy Club 
meeting Friday, Milr.ch 5, 3:30p.m. in WH 147, 
Disabled on Cah1pus finally meet, Monday. Mark 
ch 8,4:30 p.m., m1 250-C, ~;UB . 
LICE? 
TRIPLEX 
FT.:r.::i:VI wipes ~hem out . 
The single application liq· 
uid that kills body, head 
and crab lice and their 
eggs on contact. Simple 
and safe to use. No pre· 
scription needed. Ask 
your druggist lor Triple X. 
Products Corp.'~! 
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OLD TOWN MERCHANTS 
Offer You The Finest In 
Wares and Knowledge Available 
They Invite All 
UNM Students 
To Come To Old Town 
Featuring the soft look 
in textures and colors 
of the Southwest: 
" FEATURING THE FINEST IN FRENCH CREPES 
·ASSORTED FRENCH PASTRIES 
CARRY OUT ORDERS 
AVAILABLE 
OPEN EVERYDAY 
11 :30 - 8:00 pm 
Yarns 
Maerame Cordage 
Spinning Fibers 
Dyes 
Looms 
Books 
Cane 
Basketry 
Materials 
Classes 
10·6 MON·SAT 
THE HARVEST 
Clothe yourself in creativity. 
Guatemala, Turkey, India & 
Afghanistan 
328 A San Felipe 
Old Town, Albq. 
558 Canyon Rd. 
Santa Fe 
AUDIOPHILES ••• 
Unite with delight ! 
·.• ,• ..... ~ ~ . ~ . ' 
Per Pair -~List _Maynard's 
Rectilinear Model Y ~ S 658 -· $470.60 
Model XII 318 _203.60 
Frazier Mark V 540 _432.00 
Super Midtet 98 __ 78.40. 
Epicure Model 50-~----130.00 
Model 10 218.00 
Model 11----268.0(} 
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Editorial 
City Growth 
)21 Albuquerque is growing and that is the way the City Fathers want it. 
i::: They are pleased with the growth. Growth means a broader tax base. z But growth also means power and that is what the City Fathers want. 
..,;: The larger the -city, the larger the Government and the more power the 
<ll members of government have. 
bJ) 
col p.. At the present time Albuquerque is suffering from a terribly high crime 
rate, financial troubles which will put a strain on m1,1nicipal services, the 
threat of some South valley communities to incorporate and the vocal op-
position of county residents to the proposed law enforcement merger. 
The threatened incorporation of the South Valley communities and the 
opposition to the law enforcement merger should tell the City Fathers that 
Albuquerque's ability to govern itself has a bad reputation in the outlying 
areas of the county. 
They have decided that the bigger the city becomes the worse its 
problems-are going to become. For those neighborhoods which want to 
run themselves, bigger does not mean better. They say they can provide 
services that their small numbers need. 
The strong resistance to the proposed merger of the Albuquerque Police 
Department and the County Sheriff's Department is just another 
statement against being swallowed up by the bureaucratic mass of 
Albuquerque City government. 
If Albuquerque has problems dealing with its present' population, how in 
the world will the city be able to serve the one million residents who will 
live here by the year 20007 
The residents of the South Valley and other parts of the county have 
said Albuquerque cannot meet their needs better than they can serve 
themselves. 
When the City leaders sit down at the next City Council meeting on Mar-
ch 15, they should address themselves to the question of becoming a bet-
ter city and not just a bigger one. 
The County residents have voiced their disgust 'with the city and that 
they don't want any part of it. Perhaps the government of Albuquerque 
should find out why. 
DOONESBURY 
lEY, BlONP/6-
HliMP YOU FINAll-Y 
GOT YOliRSIJLF 
ANOL!MAN! 
56{3, IF YOU IUA5 70 
.lJV£; WITH HIM, YOIJ'P 86 
CtYP5, OP/iNIN6 UP GINNY:S OP-
ANPY!S 710N5_ /i!XII1MAT!iiiii56J 
JIJGT A If YOU S&e IUHAT J: 
Fl?lliNP.. "'M!fAN .. 
\ 
by Garry Trudeau 
tON6 eNotJGH! 
I'P (i{) f.fJVe IN 
RIITH 111M IF I 
NOT 
6XACT/.'4 
Ct. YPB. I'V/3 
ONl-Y KNOWN 
HIM FORA 
1111!/?P 
«Jm< ... 
I 
eurr 
/.IKE IT 
. 1/CRG •. -
\ 
FOR. CI<?YIN' 
OVT /..0{/IJ, 6/RL.-
lJON'TB&SO 
513/..FISH/ 
\lAKE HIM 1-K)ME,PI.EASE- HES BEGINNING 10 MAKE ME NERVOUS! 
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Judgments Made On Basketball Team 
Editor: coaches have said several times growing Clirnmer. There may be 
The boycott of the UNM basket- this year that more team effort and more important iss1,1es in our times, 
ball team by six black members desire is needed to win and less but in ·New Mexico the success of 
may not be Armageddon for the freelance playing of individuals. on Lobo basketball has given more 
team, but final judgement of the the other hand, the players feel the people more to cheer about than 
program is so close it's hard to leadership of the coaches is not anything else. It has brought more 
breathe. Players, fans, the NCAA what it should be and when it is, it attention to New Mexico than just 
and potential recruits are all is in the wrong direction. Score two about anything since that brilliant 
preparing to make judgement on points for both teams and a foul on early morning flash at Trinity site a 
the coaches and the members, and everyone. few years back. 
few of those judgements will be If this problem is resolved and· 
known until we see the team per· The goal of coaches, players and the same players return with the 
form next year and the year after. fans at UNM for years has been a same coaches, they could still fulfill 
From what little either side has national championship and that the high promise they have shown 
made public in the past three days, doe'sn't happen without leadership glimpses of this year. But, perhaps 
it appears the two major issues are and teamwork. The promise that the the best solution is to let the 
teamwork and leadership. The was so bright two years ago is boycotting players find another 
school and for UNM to find new 
coaches. Our head coach is not the 
gods' gift to basketball in the 
Southwest, but he is good. Several 
of our basketball players are not 
supermen, but they are better thall 
most college players. 
Frat t-fouse· Torn Up 
Editor: 
· On Friday night, six me·mbers of 
the UNM football team were escor-
ted out of a party held at the Phi 
Gamma Delta Fraternity house by 
University police. They were 
restrained as a result of entering the 
party through an open window, 
destroy1ng fraternity property, ex-
cessive drinking, and fighting with 
Life 
Editor: 
I would like to respond to Mr. 
Coston's letter, which appeared 
in the March 4 issue of the LOBO. 
I do not want to sound ·like Mr. 
Loftin's PR man, but I couldn't helf1 
feeling that your letter was directed 
to all those who side with him. The 
Right to Life movement means just 
that: ''The Right to Life.'' 
No Mr. Coston, we do not sup-
port one million illegal abortions. 
We do not support twice as many 
legal murders either. If we can save 
a human life then our cause has 
been successfuL 
·who knows, maybe someday, 
despite your previous disrespect for 
human dignity, we'll be out on the 
streets fighting for your right to life. 
Luis Tovar 
members of the fraternity. It should 
be pointed out that the majority of 
the trouble was mostly caused by 
three of the six football players. 
Their behavior was completely 
out of order and this should be 
called to the attention of University 
officials and especially head foot· 
ball Coach Bill Mandt. If Coach 
Mandt's philosophy is to build 
character, as well as guerillas out of 
his football players, then he has ob-
viously failed. Or 'it he has at· 
tempted to build a respected team 
out of his recruits, he again has 
failed. If "Lobo Pride" is punching 
out anyone who disagrees "with a 
football player, then I am 
somewhat confused to exactly 
what Coach Mondt is teaching his 
boys out on the gridiron. Surely Bill 
is not out to prove that his troops 
are as tough off the field as they are" 
on the field. 
It is realized that all the blame 
should not be put on Coach Mondt, 
but the actions of his boys do 
throw a dark shadow on him and 
on the University which they 
represent. Because the football· 
players are losers on the field, does 
not necessarily mean they have to 
be losers off the field. 
R.S. 
Maybe we should let our only 
black coach lead the remaining 
white players in a win over UTEP 
Saturday. That would be satisfying. 
What ever the solution, the 
leadership that should now be un-
der the closest scrutiny is that' of 
the athletic director. This is the 
second incident with a racial 
back:ground that has occurred in 
the department and these incidents 
. hurt all the teams and all the 
players, not just one or two. Ob-
viously there is no such thing as 
perfect harmony and the personal 
courage of several people in 
speaki.,g out is commendable, but 
more commendable are the people 
who resolve this difficult matter to 
the benefit of all involved. 
I will be at the game against 
UTEP Saturday because I like the 
idea of athletic competition and· the 
~uccess of wiMing. I'll be there 
because I like the thought of those 
ideas existing at UNM and I hope 
that Mike, Ricky, George, Dale, 
Larty and Norm will all be there, 
too. 
Loren S. Loomis 
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Non-Architects ffio.y Wonder About This Show :-: ~· ..., 0 t::l 
"' 
.... 
.. HOUStN<:'i PHO.JEC'"T Ia 
large housing complex model In the above photo Is the work of Henry Lee. If built, the 
structure would use solar energy. Richard Rappuhn has designed a meeting room that resem-
bles a kiva, below. Below right Is plans for a Roswell terminal building designed by Stephen 
Ew_ln~>- ... . . 
Featuring: 
Ditty 
Duck 
Tonight 
The New 
Okie's 
"Of Inexpensive Libations and 
Efficacious Entertainment" 
Happy Hour 
3-6 
Free Cheese 
and Bread 
"The Friday t Place To Be" 
Review by Orlando Medina ,:r 
The latest exhibit at the ASA Student Gallery in the SUB can best t" 
be compared to an open house at a junior high school. g. 
On display at the gallery are blueprints, elevations and models done $> 
by several students in the UNM College of Architecture and Plan· ·~ 
ning, T?e;e i~ no theme to the exhibit, no explanations; a visitor to e; 
the exh1b1t m1ght get the feeling t:hat the architecture people simply g. 
scra~ched around the department f~r whoever wanted to put a project 5Jl 
on display. ,_. 
Granted, there is a future for each of the budding architects in their ~ 
, respective fields, but the collection presented in the ASA Gallery (;!) 
could not reasonably be called an·art exhibit. · 
Perhaps one of the greatest insults thrust upon a visitor to the 
gallery is the one piece, a sketch of a building with the student's name 
attached. The non-architecture student would have no idea that the 
sket~h of the building is a church designed and built by one of the best 
architects to use sculptural conceptions, Le Cor busier, in his Notre 
Dame du Haut. Le Corbusier (Charles Edouard Jeanneret-Gris) 
treated buiidings like sculpture and none o( this is apparent in the 
s.tudent works on display, 
What is ?n ·displ~y lo~ks as if the students fully developed the 
program or mstrucbons g1ven them by the professor. 
The display by Henry Lee, a graduate student in architecture, cen-
ters around. a ma.ss housing. ~roject. It is capable of housing many 
.people and 1s eqU!pp~d to u~iltze solar energy, but aesLhetically it is 
JUst Dale Bellamah w1th skyhghts, or a poor man's La Luz. 
Stephen Ewing, a fourth year student, tackled a terminal building 
for the city of Roswell. His presentations are superb blue ink ren· 
derings on silver paper, but the !ina! design he is trying to present 
really ~eeds a model to accompany it. Drawings to many people are 
confusmg. 
If any piece does tend to stand out in aesthetics it is the mediation 
cente.r designed by Richard Rappuhn. Rappuhn has a kiva-type 
meetmg room as the strongest element of his design and enhances it 
with complementary, intersecting, circular rooms. Unfortunately it 
suffers in that it is in the same league as Ortega Hall, which is a. con· 
cept that can only be classified as nco-abstract pueblo. 
The exhibit suHors not so much in the individual pieces, as it aimed 
mainly at afchitecture·oriented audiel).ces, but in the sense tbat it 
lacks cohesiveness and shows signs of being hastily put together. 
ASUNM Speakers Committee 
presents 
Chri~ Mil~r 
National Lampoon Editor 
March 5th, 8:00pm in SUB Ballroom 
Tickets go on sate Monday at Go_ld Street Circus, Nat.unl Sound 11 on M~naul & suB IJ.ox 
Office for student discounts 
In 1915tbc NatioMll .. a:mpoon celebrated its fifth annivcrsary!and is alive and well, ca:st.ing 
n. satirical eye on evcr,ything it. writes about. lt has no axe to griildt no pious points or vi~w. 
It live~ blf3Siully apart trom the world or laels and political tea lily, A p~rlect e>ample is 
Chris MJJJer~s prograrn. Encompassing the subjects of humor and comedy, youth and "ex, the 
college scene. and conlemporary politics, il·s entitled "To¢ $ticking in Albania'•; ot ' 1Ai1 Even-
ing of Erotit' L·autfhterij .. 
$,75 Students $2.00 Publi< 
: -... 
Pointing Given to U.Nm 
.,a An oil painting by Charles Cajori called "Two Figures" has been ~ presented to the Art Museum of UNM by the American Academy of ,... 
"' Arts and Letters, the nation's highest arts honor society. ~ The museum is one of 19 in&titutions to receive a gift from the 
o academy's Hassam Fund this year. The fund was initiated by Childe 
.g Hassam, a leading American impressionist painter and member of the 
..:l academy. He died in 1935. 
~ Hassam bequeathed a large collection of his works to the academy 
"' with the stipulation that as they were sold the a~Jcumulated income be ~ used to purchase works by contempoi'ary living American and 
. ~ Canadian artists for presentations to museums in both countries. ~ "Two Figures" is an oil on canvas painted in 1974. The artist was 
~ born .in Palo Alto, Calif., but now lives in Watertown, Conn. 
il: Cajori has had one-man shows at the Oakland Art Museum, Cornell z University, the University of Washington, Bennington College, Vt., 
CD and Kirkland College in Clinton, New York. 
<II He has r.eceived a $3,000 award from the American Academy and 
~ National Institute of Arts and Letters, a Ford Foundation Purchase 
P.. Award, a Longview Foundation Purchase Award, a Fulbright Grant 
to Italy and a "Distinction in Arts" award from Yale University. 
Cajori has been represented in group shows all over the world and 
in the permanent collections of the Whitney Museum of American 
Art, the Kalamazoo Art Center, the Delaware Art Center and others. 
• 
Brazilian Poet Speaks -
Decio Pignatari, a Brazilian poet and protessor of information 
theory, will give a lecture today at UNM. 
Semiotics (the study of language as signs), a field in which 
Pignatari is a well.known expert, was the subject of yesterday's lec-
ture. 
The second lecture, scheduled for 1:30 p.m. in Room 108 in the 
Humanities Building, will cover Vanguard Poetry. 
Pignatari is one of the founding members of a group in Europe that 
is working in experimental prose. He holds positions in several 
universities in Brazil. 
Corduroy 
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Sand, Black 
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'Collision Course' In Theatre D.ept •. 
Doesn~t OHer much DramatlcQUy. 
Review by Alan Dumas 
Collioion Course is a collection 
of one act plays written mostly 
by people you've never heard of. 
Most of these plays are either out 
of date or were worthless to 
begin with. The rest of the coun· 
try discovered these plays eight 
years ago during the off.off 
Broadway movement, and they 
were performed in Albuquerque 
two years ago by the Bugger City 
Poverty Players. 
Nevertheless, the Theatre 
Department is to be commended 
for using some experimental 
material. This is a big step for· 
ward for people who thought 
When You Com in' Back, Red 
Ryder· was morally bereft. With 
all the gay and otherwise 
liberated people in the depart-
ment one would think that there 
would be a much greater demand 
for this sort of thing. But, as the 
saying goes, a few flits doth not a 
living theatre make. 
These plays are directed by 
the seniors in the directorial 
MARY ANNE'S · 
SNACK SHOP 
Under New Management 
at WEST MESA BOWL 
2024 Coors NW,-831-2811 
25% OFF to UNM Students 
SNACKS! 
FREE SMALL COKE WITH AD 
workshop. Overall, ther!l is. very One cannot blame the director~> 
little imagi'nation or talent in .too much, though, as.· there is 
evidence. Mary. Canzonari was very little anyone can do with 
lost in. a non-sequitur play called . some of the&e plays. These pieces . 
Stars and Stripes, but did a little are remnantli of th4;1' sixties, and 
better with Animals, thanks to a · all propound if we were more 
fine performance by Joan sensitive then all our problems 
Statkus. Ralph Atkins, aided by would disappear. Watching this 
Jan Pinnell, did a fair rendition of kind of thing for an hour can 
a horrible play. about the secret make you sick. · 
thoughts of two people meeting 
on the street, but missed· 
altogether with Jew, a very fun-
ny play about a baby drowning in 
a swimming pool. 
Rita Giomi, Kirk Thomas and 
Tim Cornelius presented a series 
of tediously obvious in· 
terpretations broken only by a 
well put together, if slightly 
maudlin piece called Mother As 
She Became, directed by Elissa 
Naoolin. 
But this is not to discourage 
the student production. In the 
past student productions have of-
ten outshone the department's 
regular shows. Later in the 
semester two of these students 
will be· directing full length 
plays: Ralph Atkins is doing Dan-
ton's Death and Rita Giomi will 
direct The Seagull. The plays will 
no doubt be more accurate 
measures of their abilities. 
Collision Course can be seen. 
this afternoon at 4 p.m. in the Ex-. 
perimental Theatre. Admission 
is free. 
Slide/Film/Lecture Show 
A New York film-
maker/sculptor, scheduled for an 
appearance at UNM on March 9, 
has been the recipient of praise 
and awards from many sources in 
the art world. 
Robert Breer, who will present 
a selection of his slides and films 
on March 9 at 7:30p.m. in Wood· 
ward Lecture Hall, and visiting 
. Covered 
.rago.n 
Makers of Uandmndc .Indian Jcwt'lry 
OLDTOWN 
the campus from March 8-10, was 
recently described as a "delight" 
by the New York Times. 
The Times described his work 
as "full of the lively in-
ventiveness of an artist ... (and) · 
marked by uncommon vigor, ex· 
pansive imagination, sharp in-
sightand welcome humor." 
Breer was born in Detroit and 
after graduating from Stanford 
University he moved to Paris 
where his paintings were 
exhibited at the Galerie Denise 
Rene. 
Free Do.,Ytime Activities Presents 
Always concerned with the 
idea and perception of motion, 
Breer took his concern to the 
creation of flip-books and, finally, 
in 1952 to film itself. 
In honor of his original con· 
tributions to cinema, Breer, in 
1972, won Film Culture's In· 
dependent Film Award and was 
recognized for his production of 
"cinema of the highest quality, 
fusing the best of the earliest ab· 
stract cinema with the dynamics 
of the American avant-garde 
film." 
PIANO TRIO 
with Barbara Buttler 
Candice Brower 
Carol ffiinHauts 
TODAY, Notth Bnlltoom 
12:30pm to 1:30pm 
Sponsored b_y ASUNm and Student Activities 
Breer is also the recipient of 
the prestigious MaJ;: Ernst prize 
in 1969. The prize is given not 
just for one film but for the body 
of work of a filmmaker. 
Portable Poe ket Scale 
He has had one-man shows in 
the Palais des Beaux-Arts in 
Brussels; the American Student 
Center in Paris; the Bonino 
Gallery in New York; the Galetie 
Ricke in Cologne: and his films 
have been exhibited in the 
Museum of Contemporary Art in 
Chicago and the Museum of 
Modern Art in New York. 
This portable scah• fils into your pocil<•l· 
smaller tltmz a pacli of dgar<'lles .. \lcasures 
uj1 to 2 grams, do.lt'l! lo /flO- 1f20gmm 
acwmtely. Spl'cial btu(!f<'l pl'ic<' !Wl<'• 
lhe Marijuana Grower's Guide is the most up·to·dato 
and accurate book o~ the subject. Elverything you 
rieed to know about indoor or outdoor cultivation. 
Co•.1Piete instructions for every step, 
PIPES PAPERS CLIPS INCENCE BONGS KAMA SUTRA T-SHI RTS GAMES LEA-
THER PLAYBOY-PRODUCTS TAROTCARDSGAG GIFTS NOVELTIES PUZZLES 
FOOL'S PARADISE at MONTGOMERY Montgomery and San Mateo NE sS3 • 1587 
Business 
Fine Furniture 1 
Collectibles 
3500 Central S.E. 
Albuq., New Mexico, 87106 
(505) 266·8414 
. . 
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Ftance's D.W. Gtlfflth 
GQnce's 'Bonaparte' to be Shown z (!> ~ 
~ 0 
•• By TERRY ENGLAND 
The three following stories from United Press International point out 
some of the problems of broadcasting. For every program put on the air, 
the networks and local stations must watch out for someone wanting to 
g!lt on the air for a rebuttal of one sort or another . 
In Reagan's case, the whole thing is absurd. He agrees with that, and 
doesn't take it seriously. What he did in his past life shouldn't have to 
bother his campaign now. · 
The other two stories deal with the sensitivity of the viewing pul:!lic, 
News has always been a touchy area; and nowacfays you must be careful 
with your jokes. 
PACIFIC. PALISADES, CALIF· (UPll~Newly announced Republican 
Presidential candidate Ronald Reagan thinks the fed11ral government's ban 
of his old movies on television "is rather silly, but really maklls no dif-
ference either way." 
"I guess if pllople really want to see my old movies and television shows 
again, they'll have to wait until after the election," the 64-year-old former 
actor and California governor said in an interview . 
Reagan, who is running for President to challenge Ford for the· 
Republican nomination in the 1976 election, said that the airing of his old 
films on television might actually prove a disadvanta,9e to him.' 
"I think that everyone who has been in the acting business has made 
some pictures that, weli, aren't quite as good as others. And I guess that 
goes for me, too. 
"If they show some of those old movies on television, I might demand 
equal time,'' Reagan joked. 
"I just don't take the ban that seriously," said the former governor, who 
made 51 movies as a Hollywood actor and several television shows, in-
cluding "Death Valley Days'' and the "General Electric Theater." 
"I don't consider it to represent any abridgement on IllY rights .. But 
frankly, I think the ruling is a little silly." · 
WASHINGTON (UPI)~ The Supreme Court has rejected an opportunity 
to examine the Federal Communications Commission's Fairness Doctrine 
as it applies to television news documentaries. 
In a brief order, the Court let stand lower court decisions against. Ac-
curacy In Media Inc., a public interest organization which had objected to 
a 1972 NBC program entitled ''Pensions: The Broken Promise." 
The Fairness Doctrine, upheld by the high court in 1969, commands 
broadcasters to air contrasting views when controversial issues are 
discussed. 
AIM, which calls itself a "nonprofit, educational organization," urges 
aggressive enforcement of the doctrine when it finds what it deems to be 
biased presentations of public affairs. 
The organization complained to the FCC that the program describing 
failures in the private pension system was remiss in not noting positive 
aspects. 
NBC argued that the program did not deal with overall performance but 
rather with "some problems of some pension plans." 
The broadcast won the George Foster Peabody Award, which c_ited it as 
"A shining example of constructive and superlative investigative repor-
ting." 
WASHINGTON (UPI)~ The Supreme Court has. refused to hear an ap-
peal to a decision handed down by a lower court against a group that wan-
ted Equal Time to counter Polish jokes made by Steve Allen on a Dick 
Cavett show aired on August 10, 1972. 
On Saturday, March 6 at 1 p.m. 
in the SUB Theatre, UNM 
students will be able to see for 
the first time one of the most 
famous films in the history of 
cinema: Abel Gance's Bonaparte 
and the Revolution. Admission i!i 
one dollar. 
Gance, regarded as the D.W. 
Gdffith of the French cinema. 
began his career in 1911, and at 
the age of 86, still plans to make 
new films. His silent Napoleon 
(1927) is his most famous work. 
Napowo.n was a revolutionary 
film, because Gance broke all the 
conventions of the screen. He 
was the first to use the hand-held 
camera, thirty years before tlw 
Nouvelle Vague. He made use of 
montage, rapid cutting, and 
superimpositions in a way that 
still startles. Even more astoun-
ding, he made use of three ad· 
joining screens in order to create 
vast panoramic shots. This in· 
vention, which he called 
Polyvision, anticipated cinerama 
by three decades. 
In 1934 Gance began to remake 
Napowon as a sound film. This 
was possible because his actors 
in the original had read from a 
real script. In most scenes, Gance 
simply had to add their voices. 
Between 1969 and 1971, Gance 
shot some new footage. It is this 
last version, with sound but 
without Polyvision, that will be 
presented Saturday. 
Bonaparte and the Revolution 
is a highly romanticized version 
of the career of Napoleon from 
1789 to 1799, filled with 
memorable scenes. The most 
famous. is the "double tempest" 
sequence. 
Bonaparte, trying to escape 
from counter-revolutionary 
enemies on Corsica, gets caught 
in a small boat in the middle of a 
storm at sea. A:t the same time, a 
storm is brewing in the 
revolutionary Convention, where 
the radical Jacobins are over· 
throwing the moderate Giron· 
dins. Gance juxtaposes these two 
Spuds Due 
"For the Supreme Court to feel it's not important for a federal agency of 
government to recognize the diversity of America, and to give license to 
an agency of the government~the FCC~to demean and to hold up to 
ridicule any group, just shows they have overlooked what the promise of 
America isandwhatthe real meaning of America is," a spokesman said. This is a reminder to the Spud 
Other citizens of Buffalo, which has one of the largest concentrations of Film Awards Committee that the 
Polish-Americans of any city in the nation, also reacted with anger to the nominations are due today· If you 
Supreme Court's refusal to hear the case. cannot meet the deadline, please 
M. W. Pelczynski, publisher of the "Am-Pol Eagle,'' a Polish·American ·te 11 Jon Bowman or TerrY 
weekly newspaper with a circulation of about 26,500, said he feels Polish England so arrangements can be 
jokes are "degrading to the Polish-American peor>le." made for late submissions. 
"Why don't they pick on other nationalistic groups in these jokes if it's Also, we still need ideas for the 
meant to be funny?" Pelczynski said. "Why must we be singled out as not banquet and ceremony· Please 
being on an equal level to other nationa~ljis~ti~c~g~ro~u~p~s~?·~· ;,iw;~w;~~~~~s~u~g~ge~s~t~s~o~m~e~t~h~in~g~·~A~n~y~t~h~in~g··~~ 
Under New Management 
Chico's Tacos 
The Best In 
Tacos, Tamales, Burritos 
Hamburgers 
• Eatln 
• Take Out 
Open 7 Days 
A Week 
Fast Friendly Service 
Cooked Fresh Daily 
Mon-Sat 11 a.m.-10 p.m. 
Sun 12 noon-8pm 
5615 Central N .E. 
"storms" in what must be one of 
the greatest scenes ever filmed. 
After 1927, Gance's career was 
hampered by lack of funds. 
Money was scarce in the 
Depression, his films were ex-
pensive, and the big companies 
wanted entertainment, not epics. 
Gance was forced to make less in· 
n(lvative works. 
Napowon was never widely 
shown in America. MGM bought 
American rights and locked up 
the print~fearing that Gance's 
revolutionary techniques would 
compete with American films. 
It is only this year that this 
film is commercially available .. 
With a little· bit of luck, we may 
soon· be able to see some of Gan-
ce's other masterpieces: J:Ac-
cuse (1919); the first anti-war 
EXPERT 
SHOE 
& 
BOOT REPAIR 
Rob's Leather Good 
101 Cornell S.E. 
266-9558 
~ film, La Roue 0921); Beetlooven ;;· 
(1936) and Cyrano et d'Artagnon ° 
(1963). ·~ 
~ 
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Gance's work is still 
revolutionary. The American 
audience~and Americ.an film 
makers~ have a lot to learn from ~ 
it. "' 
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The Night Porter, a film by 
Liliana Cavani, this "piece of 
sophisticated pornography" that 
is also said (by the ,same LOBO 
critic) to be a lot better than 
Story of 0. 7, 9 & 11 p.m. tonight 
and tomorrow night at the SUB. 
Bonaparte and the Revolution, 
directed by Abel Gance. This film 
has many of the innovations of 
modern films but was made long 
before the modern films. It hasn't 
been seen that mt1ch, and this 
may be a rare opportunity, 
Saturday, 1:30 p.m., SUB 
theater, $1 admission. 
Lenny, the biographical film 
about Lenny Bruce; and. Last 
Tango in Paris, another film that 
made Brando refamous, are 
playing at the Guild on Central. 
Betty Boop Scandals and the 
Marx Brothers' Night in 
Casablanc:a open tonight at Don 
Pancho's across from the U. on 
Central. 
Swept Away directed by Lina 
Wert.mullcr is still showing at 
.. 
1111111/Mit,_~t~l•t•••s•i&,.ll/ , ....... liMIIISIY tUMMtllli •otiiA HYIII 
1111111111111 /PM II- I •• ,.UliMIG I g#,;~;:.::~· I .. .,,_...... ' 
Hlftutd 
.804 CENTRAl '> f 
255 4b I' Tonight 7:05 and 9:30 
THE KRST FLICK AT MIDNITE· 
At Don Pancho's 
Betty Boop Scandals 
The original out of the inkwell of 
Max Fleischer Bimbo , Koko, The 
Bouncing Ball, Cab Calloway 
and 
the Screening Room in First 
Plaza Galeria. 
The Magic Flute with images 
by Bergman and music by Mozart 
is also at the Screening Room. 
Beyond the Valley of the Dolls, 
a movie that probably goes 
beyond the valley of good taste, 
is the midnight movie at Don 
Pancho's. 
The Boob Tube, an extension 
of the Groove Tube, is playing at 
the Lobo on Central. 
Sun Valley Serenade and New 
Orleans Jazz, two films featuring 
the big bands of people like 
Glenn Miller and Louie Ar-
mstrong is playing at the Encore 
on Central. 
Barry Lyndon, Kubrick's 
masterwork of film and light is 
showing at the Louisiana Mall on 
Louisiana. 
Sherlock Holmes' Smarter 
Brother, with the Mel Brooks 
gang minus Mel is also showing 
at the Louisiana Mall. 
Jack and the Beanstalk is the 
third feature at the Louisiana 
Mall. It is 1lfull·length cartoon. 
Bad Company, a Jittle·known 
(at least around here) movie is 
the midnight movie at the Fox 
Win rock in Winrock Center. 
Romeo and Juliet, the version 
with Olivia Hussey and Leonard 
Whiting is playing at the Hiland 
on Central. 
Chinatown with Jack 
Nicholson of Cuckoo fame is 
playing at theM Plaza theater on 
Montgomery. 
Monty Python and the Holy 
Grail, more madness from the 
British empire, is also at the M 
Plaza. 
The Man Who Would Be King, 
a showcase for Sean Connery 
talent, is the third feature at M 
Plaza. 
I Will, I Wili ... For Now, with 
Diane Keaton and Elliot Gould, is 
showing at the Los Altos, on 
Wyoming. 
The Sunshine Boys, with aging 
stars Walter Matthau and 
George Burns, is also at the Los 
Altos. 
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's 
Nest, the insane movie based on 
an insane book by an insane 
author with an insane star (wat-
ched by insane movie-goers) is 
playing at the Cinemft East 
asylum, Eubank and Candelaria. 
The Return of the Pink Pan· 
ther, with Inspector Clouseau, 
and Rosebud, a potboiler with 
Peter O'Toole meandering 
through his part, is playing at the 
Sunshine downtown_ 
Russ Meyer's 
Bevond the Vollelt 
of lhe Dolle 
Yes, it goes on beyond, and 
you can tome-too. 
Night In Casablanca 
The Marx 13rothers 
6:45-9:55, Betty 
8:15,Night 
.. 
~~~~-----, Starts Friday Students $1.75 
DO:N PA:NCJIO'S 
2108 CENTRAL S.E./247·4414 
Marlon Brande 
Pri·SUTi 
5:30 · 10.00 Last 
8:00 Lenny 
Sat & Sun Mal 
$l00 before 5 
Mon·Thurs 
Polanskl's 
Macbeth 
and Monty PythOI\'s 
and now 3405 central n.e.• 285-0220 
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• KMYR MIDNITE MOVIE e 
••••••••••••••• 
COMPANY 
The Movie Starring: 
Jeff Bridges 
Music Performed by Bad Company 
ALLSEATS$1.50 
SATURDAY MfDNIGHT 
Albuquerque Premier 
Napoleon 
et 
la Revolution 
. 
A masterpiece film 
· by Abel Gence 
Special Showing 
on Saturday, March 6 
at 1:00pm 
SUB Theatre 
Sl.OO 
TV SOAP OPERAS GO' WILD-
and get an "X" Rating· 
I MORE! MORE 
OF WHAT YOU lii<E BEST 
... ONlY WE'VE MAOE IT 
WilDER. SEXIER, 
GROOVIER AND 
BOOBIER! 
... Motivation Plans 
(Continued from page ll 
choose the presidential scholars. 
Members agreed that a certain 
grade point average should be 
maintained~ by these students to 
continue with the four-year 
scholarships. The·committee did 
not agree on whether the studen-
ts should be required or expected 
to do more than any other 
student. 
Wynn also suggested that 
presidential. scholars be put in 
freshman seminars offered by 
the General Honors Program, He 
said if all 150 of these ~;>elected 
scholars wer·e required to enroll 
in a General Honors freshman 
seminar, that would saturate the 
ten sections offered now, and 
either the course would have to 
be open only to these scholars or 
more sections would have to be 
fal!ulty members should be in-
vited to speak at student meals 
on topics concerning the students 
even if it is just on some faculty 
member's research." 
Colston . said, · "If we really 
want to keep them and stimulate 
them, there "has to be something 
offered outside of class. not just 
in the classroom." He said this 
external exposure of academia 
may be limited at firl!t to the 
.presidential scholars and then 
gradually broadened. to include 
all interested students. 
Wynn,· and the committee Miguel Figueroa 
chairman, Arts and Sciences 
AssQciate Dean Chris Garcia J. udge Visi.ts 
suggested that a. "custom-
tailored minor" be allowed for (Continued from pag<• II 
these scholars, somewhat like a. Dr. l!'igueroa and Dr. David 
met at the University of 
distributed minor which would Tucamain in 1948 where Dr. 
YOUR BEST TEQUILA BUY 
GOLD 
\\oftPORTEO F"!iDII( 
M.EXIOO 
811 PR.~f 
SILVER 
. . 
opened. · 
He als'tl suggested these 
allow the student to apply his .Figueroa was teaching. He has 
group requirements to a minor been President of the John F. ...,.,11,,.,,.,.tlltrrr~ r,1,.,,., r.s••~tl.'uoJ StUdy , ,~f\.t:Ji'l lit JJ.,V&.~TJ. .. ll'ltWJSOIIo\( 
· scholars pair off with the student 
instructors of the freshman 
seminars who could act as ad-
visors to the freshmen students. 
"There is much to be sai(l for ad-
visement of inexperienced 
students by more experienced 
students," Wynn said. 
~===·::::::::::::::::::~ Kr-en•n•e•d•y•U•n•i•v•e-rs.it•y•s•i-nc•e•1•9•6•5··----------------------------------------------------~ 
Providing a general faculty ad-
visor for these students was also 
suggested by Wynn. "Ad-
visement at this level should be 
formalized ahd continuing, 
especially during the student's 
freshman year," Wynn said. 
The'colloquium-type, meal lee· 
ture series was suggested by 
Chandler who said "students 
should be encouraged to go to lec-
tures available and possibly 
President Davis and other 
Attention prospceUve candidates for ASUNM 
senaiors, vice president, president: petitions (or 
candidacy will be_.availablc beginning 8 a.m., Mon• 
day, March 8, in the ASUNM office, rm 242,SUB. 
Meeting about a new course in College or Nur .. 
sing, "Women & llealth Care/' Monday, 3:30p.m • 
in Nursing 336, All interested students welcome. 
FREE CHILDCARE au he Women's Center • 
Fiesta Committee mcds today_, 4:30 p.m., 
Chicano Studies, 1815Roma NE. 
Las Gompanas meet Sundayl March 7. i'\ the 
corner lounge oC DcVargas House II, 7:30 p.m. 
Crab I ice infest 
even the 
nicest people 
I KILLS 
/CRAB LICE 
·oN CONTACT 
• Special comb 
included 
• Without a 
prescription 
at Drug Stores 
1111). 
End of Winter Sale! 
Zolll .AN I'IEDRO, N.IE, 
ALaUQUIERQUIE, NEW MIEXICO 17110 
P'tiCINE '-'lr8115 
Three days only 
March 6,8,9 
20%-50% Off 
on cross 
country skis, 
snowshoes, 
down parkas, 
wool shirts, 
knickers, 
and much 
more. 
When it comes to getting a perfect Levi's fit, 
come to the County Seat store! Because Levi's is 
our only line! And because County Seat has the 
largest selection of sizes in Levi's Jeans around. 
In cotton denim, pre-washed denim, pre-shrunk 
and corduroy. Stop in and have yourself a fit! 
·Now Open At 
Coronado Center 
' ' 
.• 
II'S 
LATER 
YOU IIIINK. 
On 1 APRIL 76 , time runs out for you to 
enr.oll in the 2-year Air Force ROTC Program on 
this campus. And here's what you'll be missing: 
• .$100 a month, tax-free, during your junior and 
~enior years. 
• the chance to win a full Air Force scholarship 
(including tuition, lab fees, the works). 
• a challenging job as an Air Fore~ officer upon 
graduation. 
plus 
• a future where the sky is no limit. 
Contact MAJOR NOEL F. AUSTIN 
277-4502/4602/4230 at ______________________________ __ 
(Available only to college jul)iors or students 
having at least 2 academic years left before 
grad'uati0n.) 
PUT IT All TOGETHER IN AIR FORCE ROTC 
A·2300SD 
M • • h. USIC lnlftUS ISSe 
In the war between sig-
nal and noise, a new 
battle has just been 
won. By the TEAC A-
2300SD. 
It's the fundamental 
3-motor, 3-head tape 
deck now with integTal 
Dolby.* Up to 10 dB of 
noise reduction. 
A startling improve-
ment ... and you don't 
need golden ears to hear 
the difference either. 
Just an appreciation of 
music minus hiss. 
Why not <:!rop by for 
a demonstration? The 
A-2300SD is a perfect 
example of totally clean 
pel'formance. 
• l)olby i!!o n t't'l..ri~ti!'t'f~d trndt_~nmt·k (If 
Uolbj. I..nbot-atorit!S. lil<". 
Regular $739.50 
SALE 
$599.95 
TEAC® 
The lender, always has been. 
Colorado-Mines Scheduled 
The UNM baseball team will take on the 
Colorado School of Mines in a three-game set this 
weekend at Lobo Field and the weather is begin-
ning to play a familiar tune to Coach Bob Leigh. 
The nightcap might see freshman Rob Hoover on 
the mound although Leigh is not definite on this. 
The Del Norte graduate turned in a standout relief 
performance last weekep.d and picked up a win. 
The L.obos came from behind to win last Satur-
day's second game of the doubleheader and Leigh 
said, 'Twas real pleased with the way we came 
back and kept our poise. I'd like to get a little more 
pitching," 
Leigh is not exactly thrilled about the recent 
change in the weather and is hoping it will not af-
fect.his team when it plays the Orediggers Friday 
at 2:30 p.m. and Saturday in a double-header 
beginning at noon. ' 
After this weekend's series the Lobos head for a 
13-game road trip. They will play a doubleheader 
in Las Cruces Tuesday with New Mexico State and 
then go to Edinburg, Tex. for 11 games. "If the 
weather is going to stay like this," Leigh said, "I'll 
be glad to get away." 
The Lobo starting pitchers for the series have 
been announced by Leigh. Friday it will be Pat 
Beilsmith who lost the opener l<~st weekend to 
Lubbock Christian. In the opener Saturday, Scott 
Miltenberger will try and duplicate his seven-hit 
winning performance against Lubbock Christian. 
Sports Oeinion 
No Winners, Everybody Loses 
By Tim Gallagher 
Whenever the UNM basket-
ball team plays a game, there is 
always a loser and a winner. But 
in regard to the recent con-
troversy, there are no win-
ners-only losers. Everyone in· 
volved is losing-the players, 
coach Ellenberger, the media and 
worst of all the fans. 
The players are losing because 
they have not accomplished what 
they set out to do. If their goal 
was to get rid of Ellenberger, 
then everyone knows how 
miserably they have failed on 
that account. Athletic Director 
Lavon McDonald has already 
stated that Ellenberger will be 
back next year. 
Coach Ellenberger is losing 
because the recruiti_ng program 
he and his assistants worked on 
so diligently is all going down the 
tubes. 
The Albuquerque media is 
losing because they can't get a 
straight story out of anyone. On 
Monday, some of the players said 
they would definitely boycott the 
game Saturday with UTEP. 
Later, some said they would play 
if Ellenberger wanted them to. 
Still later some said it would be 
an individual thing. 
The fans are losing worst of all 
because for the next few years 
they are going to see a basketball 
team somewhat below the caliber 
they are used to seeing. A team 
just does not lose two junior 
college All-Americans, two of its 
three best guards and a 6-8 cen-
ter and then go out and win the 
WAC the next year. No way. 
It's a lousy situation and I'm 
disgusted with it. Realizing that 
hindsight is 20-20, it seems easy 
to say what the players should 
HGRMetiEI 
fashion wedges 
fashion t.ela 
neglltlvQ. 
woods 
ftaiS 
dog. 
$12.95 
to 
$26.00 
Daily Lobo . · Sports ·· 
have done. 
'If legitimate beefs against 
Ellenberger and coach John 
Whisenant were ignored by the 
head coach as the players said 
they were, then the players 
should have gone to the public 
and said, "Look, this is what is 
happening and we don't like it 
and we don't think you do either. 
Let's do something about it." In-
stead they came out with a phony 
ultimatum that some of the more 
intelligent players must have 
kn.own would never be carried 
out. What University Athletic 
Department would want to be 
known as one which gives in to 
the whims of the players? 
Instead the players made some 
tactical errors and now a 
majority of the public is looking 
upon them as a group of spoiled 
brats when in fact, they may 
have some legitimate gripes 
against the coaching staff. Ob-
viously there is a problem 
somewhere as the last three 
years under Ellenberger's ·helm 
have been racked by dissension 
among the squad. Something is 
inherently wrong in an athletic 
department that pleases neither 
the players, nor the coaches, nor. 
the_ media, nor the fans. 
Super selection of hard & soft 
Contact Lens Cleaners 
and Solutions 
Contacts Polished in our Lab 
1 DAY SERVICE 
Casey Optical Co. 
(next door to Casey Rx. Drugs) 
SW corner of Wash. & Lomas 
Juniper Presents 
Jill Johnston 
8:00pm SUB Ballroom 
Monday March 8 
Anniversary 
Sale-abration 
$5.00 Gift certificate 
to be given with 
every purchase 
of $10.00 or more. 
5307 Menaul N.E. JilsZ.wl'ftiiiiiiiiiiiii.....-
323 Romero N.W. 
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Norm Cacy fno.14), 6-5, will jump center Saturday for the fir-
st time since the prep State all-star game in 1975. 
THE STORE FOR DIAMONDS 
I,J ••tt••riir•ld 
YO!, I<' 1'1 "•,.;,')NAI ':.[~VIC [ 
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Senators 
In Rubbe·r 
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In a preliminary at 5:30p.m. to ~ 
the tension-filled UNM-UTEP ~ 
game, ASUNM will meet the. ::; 
Daily LOBO in a basketball game -' 5 in the Arena. o 
.J The contest will be the rubber 1-
game between the two campus ~ 
organizations. The LOBO won c! 
the first game last year and {i 
ASUNM won last month. · ~ 
ASUNM Coach Dave Flynn i5 
said he will have 12 players par-
ticipating in the clash. Flynn said 
he plans to start Tom Williams, 
Alan Wilson, Dave Greer, Ed 
Telles and possibly Kurt Tiefa. 
Flynn told tho LOBO, "We 
think we're going to kill you, and 
with less abandon." 
Much like the varsity team the 
LOBO is having problems bet-
·ween the players and their coach, 
sports information stude'nt 
assistant Del Jones. Unlike 
Norm Ellenberger's crew the 
players did indeed get rid of its 
coach because, get this, he would .>; 
not show up for an early•morning j 
practice at Johnson gym. 
Two names have been men-
tioned as a possible coach. They 
are Susan Craig, women's sports 
info coodinator, and Editor-in-
Chief Orlando Medina. 
i,J. butttirfit•ld 
YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE jercelers 
NOW ... 
m CARDINAL PLAZA 
2411 San Pedro NE 
oppo~ulle {llle Bioadway) Cotorudo 
Cenll'l an S:an Pcdroi265•7747 
Compolo"vo~ priced yoor round 
Selec"on • studonl forms 
Now's The Time To Get Those 
Pants You've Been _Needing 
AT GIZMO'S 
20% Mar:U!p,6 
On 
Levi • Lee 
Wrangler-Seafarer 
Denim and Cords 
(please bring coupon) 
The Gizmo Store 
242-5055 
302 Central SW 
"Serving UNM For 30 ·Years'' 
. . 
Cacy Will Jump Center 
By Harold Smith 
The UNM basketball team, .or 
what's left of it, will meet the 
Texas-El Paso Miners in the 
Arena Saturday, 7:30 p.m., for 
the last game of the season. 
Davis (6-4) at the forwards and 
D.ave Otero (6-2) and Britt 
Wilson (6·0) at the guards. 
RJ!serve strength for the 
Lobos will have to come from 
Mike Stewart (6-2), Rich 'fenorio 
(6-1), Bill Lester (6-4) and Kell 
Gott (6·3). 
Cacy and Dan. 
Dan said, "'l'he only way we 
can get hurt is .if we don't keep 
them from getting the second 
shot. We can win." 
CRABS? 
TRIPLEX ~ e; 
With the protest by the five 
black players on the squad UNM 
Coach Norm Ellenberger will 
have to rely on the five players, 
all white, remaining, plus the 
junior varsity. The tallest of the 
men who will participate in J;he 
UTEP game will be 6-5 Norm 
Cacy, a part-time starter. Cacy 
will jump center. 
The boycotting blacks include 
Larry Gray, George Berry, Ricky 
Williams, Dale Slaughter and 
Mike Patterson. The five are tho 
top five scorers in both the WAC 
and overall UNM stats this year. 
r:;:-:-~ wipes them out g.. 
91 The smgleappiJcatJOn liQ-
UICf that kills body. head 
and crab lice and their 
6-3 Dan Davis, a guard, is the 
only starter left from the original 
contingent. 
Dan Davis said the Lobos, who 
will play Saturday, will "have to 
play super basketbaU. We'll have 
to hold on to it .... 
Dan said, "It'll be all in· 
terchangeable. We'll make them 
(UTEP) play every position on 
the court." He said the big men 
will bring the ball up court, i.e. 
eggs on contact S1mple 
and safe to use No prtJ· 
scnpt10n needed Ask 
your druggiSt for Triple X. 
But Dan Davis won't be at the 
guard this weekend. Probable 
starters for this weekend will be 
Cacy at center, Dan and Steve 
Drug Products Corp.1)! 
5, P1scatuway, NJ 08854 
'! '.J;, 
·"I 
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Rental 
Ski 
Sale 
Our Touring Skis, Boots, 
and poles are reduced 
50% or morel 
Starts Saturday, March 6 
\ ,,}.11 
. 'J;flf, ~~~ f 
I ./ • ', . 
We're also offering new ski 
packages at a 25% discount 
.MOUNTAINS 
-- Qnd--
RJVERS 
Hours: Monday through Friday 10 - 6, Saturday 10 - 5 
Just East of Yale on Central 
2210 Central S.E. 268-4876 
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CLASSIFIEI) 
ADVERTISING 
lt•te~: J ti C1'14~ per Wflrd per day, one dollar 
llllnll!lum, Adverth~m~!liH ru11 lh'n or more 
eonsecuUvu day~ With no ohange~, nl11e cen• 
tH pQr word per day l11o relunds II cancelled 
before llvo lnHertlonsl, ClaHHllled ad• 
vertls~men!ll muHt be paid In advance, :::.,._ ___________ ... 
....... 
...... 
~ 
~ 1. PERSONAJ.,S 
~""""""--- -,------~-.--""" -.....-.,.--.,_...~.., __,.--. .._,.;.-,. ~--·-·~ ... ~-,.,_-,...._,_,........,."""' _,_,..,....,. 
0 Pm~GNAN'l' ANP NJ':rt:D IU~J,J'? Yc1u havo frlon· .~ ~s wh11 cnro ctt lllrthrlght. 247 ·981!1. tfn 
>< -·~·<>·~~~~ '"'"'-·~·~--~---""--~-~~---···~-
Q) on. IIAHNIOK needs 9·21 munth old bnblcs for 
~ study on lnfcutt play, 277~1209. 3/!i 
~ v·oi!ii.-A"ilii,I·r·,·ilis: ·s-rngNcn1fB:"-;;~ ~~.;~;;; 
..... t'I!Venlcd through porsonnl, sdcntlfic hnndwrltlng Z nnnlyslfi. Wrlto four sentences & signnturo on 
~nllrwd pllpcr. S(md w/$2.00 & slnmpcd onvulopll. 
M. C11rry, 421 Prloc!•loo Dr. SE, AlbU(JUPrtjUC, 
87106. 3/5 . 
S'itii>Y:iNC.Cs~r·t.i'i>Y.rhia.· :~;ruoiiNG,b;t 
Clunking, flunking, fltwking--e11H AGORA. We'll 
Iiston 277 3013. 3/5 
-~-.-·~~·· ~ ····-·~ .. ~·~···. ~ -~'"·"·-·---
NEED A JU~S1' from MQm's CO!Jking? l"oot long 
h_?t ''!'.~.~~cents, .I !:3 Q~JC::s.-_ _3f31 -~~--··­
IIA PPY JIIH'I'IIDA Y Slli~t.l,gy, J,ovc 
Jack. 3/5 
IIA VE A CAIW Share my vncntlon'/ Colorndo, 
Arir.onn 11nd N uw M oxir.o. Suzan nc, 277 · 
3292. 3/11 
2. IAOST & FOUND' 
REWAiw;s-ILV~JR nml 'J'urquols-c-.rl=n~g-Jo=st b~t· 
Woon Chemistry and sun. Leave mc~snge f()r 
))uhr~/Jlnvld, 277·61018·5:00. 3/5. 
'J:'cf.~r': s1~r~f;I:/i' IUS.WA-;fCIJ. 266:57oa, 26S· ilai 
D~n or Helen, 3/5 
~~ ..... _- '<' ,.,-.•"""..,._,-~·+--r!-- -~ ... -~~~"'""--~,.._.,__"'-,.-'....,_~...,-..-"'"'='?•r,-,.-~-~-
f'OUND: JACK WI' irt Marron Hall .104 2/27. Idon· 
LilY & (!luim Marron llalll31. 8/6 
~,..-~ __ ,._., -- ~- .. -·-·~----~- + ,.-,-• ..----~~·-+--o_.,.--. ....-.---.---~----.~ 
LOST: lnlnid shell pendant on single hcishl 
~Lrund. Heward. Ploaso t•all242 7228. 3/6 
=-·- ·n-~ ,_~~- -~----.,-..· "~~-..,.....,~~.~--"'-=--=---,.,.--_-< _. .. _ 
LOST: !MPOfl'PANT NOTBBOOK nnd. clothes. 
J,o(l in front of ,J .G. Parking lot. !'lease call 2~7· 
203(1. 3/9 
~~~···~~--,.·-~~·$~-.-~-·~,--~--
FOUND: OEVEl,OPM~;NTAI, J'syehopiiLhology 
tcxtbrl()k, Simmonij, 256·7877. 3/4 
FOUND; 'l'cnnis rncket in Johnson Gym. Identify 
ch1im JG Room 170.3/ll 
LOST'. Melle tan rwd whiLe dog, between Silver 
und Yrtlo. About cighL months old. Reward! Call 
843· 7277 nnswora to name of Hiley, 3/11 
""''"'""' ~ .. ··'""='~,...,..,_------.-,...,.~~-~-· .~,."'-"~-~.,----~~~.-
3. SERVICES 
FA~Mo.us q'uiV1 rt'A"noOKS'if(w a ;diihotos;: 
phy Gnll1.1ry I$ 1/2 block from Johnson Gym on 
£_11~.~~ Sp~.lnl o:~crservice. _,lfn __ ~ ---
Houae For Sale 
1817 Slgm~ Chl NE · 5 Redrooms plus 
Space lot 2 more bedrooms. 
Recreation Room, Dining Room. Den, Living 
Room, 2 Raths. Cali: Ted C. Manders, Realtor 
266·1464 881-7316 
PASSI'OllT, rDENTIFICATJON photos. Lowf)st 
p.rltes in toWo! Fast, pleasing. Near UNM. Call 
265·2444or come to 17l7(Hrard l31vd. NE. tfn 
LEARN TO SKYPIVE." Classes now beginning, 
281-12.45. 3/Q 
CAN'T MAKE A LEC'PUREJ'l f'or a small stipend 
OKIB'S will l!lcQt all adverti$ed keg pri~cs .... 50 
free 1 Ooz. plastic cups .with . e.ach keg, <Sp~d~l · 
prices on three or m'ore'kegs .. 3/12 ' 
COLOn 'l'V, llrap<l .n~m)!: big' sc~~;en. :As$ui)le ' 
payments of ~7 .00 per montiJ, 31Q5 Central NE, 
262·0637, S/9 • · 
PASTE·UP AnTIST, typesetting on IBM C()rn• 
poser, .:Eiectroi1l¢• IaM C!li!IJlOser and/or Com· 
pugrllphic. General 'by(1ing n:(J\lired. Call, or see, 
•, ;fohn Fel'guson,<ll D;llacQ, ~43•2~41. \Pie~se don't, 
call. if you have no experience. 3/9 
you can receive neatly printed notes and/or rccor· RECORDS, RAEB & HARD to find. The Village 
de tape offered hy upperclllssrnan w/3.5 GPA. Green, 2227 [.,ead SE. l:00-6:PQp.m. Lead~ Yiile, 
PART TIME JOn. Graduate students only. Af· 
tcrno~;~ns & cv!!nlngs, Mlist be able tQ work Friday 
' and:Sa~urllay nig·hts, Must bE.I21. years old. Apply 
H)·pcrson, no phone calls p!epse. Save W~y Liquor, 
5704 Lornas NE. 3/l2 !~o~l"!!'..:.~~~!7·3182 evcnlngs._~!~6 -~ ___ Specializcin 60'srock & roll. 3/9 PRO~'ESSIONAl, 'l'YPIST. IBM ~electric. SINGER MACHINE. Left in lay<~way. Not 
Guurantced accuracy with rcasbnablc rates., 298· •. cliiilll!ld. Equipped to buttonhole, z[g?.ag, etc, Pay 
7147. 3/6 · $26.00 and take machi.ne. S105 Central NE, 262· 
SUMM.En, ·EMPLOYMENT. CIMARIWNCr'l'A 
Boy's Carnp interviewing )or counselors ex· 
perienced with crafts or N .. R.A. Riflery. Phone 
266-4137. 3/5 
-"~""- --- - . ~ 
EXPEniENCJ.'iD TYPIST, Re;Lsonable rates. 292· 
1281). 3/9 
.~~--~~--------~--~ PE'J'J'l'ION DIVORCES Arranged by legal clerk 
$!36 plu~ Wi11g-fcc. Graharn, 6077 Bellovue no.l02, 
l"llll Church, Virgini\1 22041, 3/12 
AUTO TUNING reasonnhlc, 1211 Copper NE, 
Rear east. 3/10 · 
J,gAHN Smi,~'-DEFENSE, Classes now opening 
with prival\0 lessons a vailabl!l-Call 83fHOJ3 nfter 
5:00 p.rn. 3/10 
SU.PREME 'l'Yl'.ING SERVICE, Call Now, 268· 
4880. 3/26 
-------------------------
4. FOR RENT 
---.-,.~-~ 
TIRED OF COOKING & cleaning'/ Live &t the 
College Inn. heated pool, plenty of parking, rnairl 
s!)rviee, all you can cnt & we wash the dishes. 303 
Ash NE, 243·2881. 3/12 
·~-------2 ROOMS WI'rH FIREPLACE. Privnte entrance. 
Shar!l kitehcn and shower, Prqfcr wornan, 
Utilities included $1Hi. Call before 4:00 p.rn. 256· 
3240. 3/5 
0637. 3/9 
Kn!SHN A INDIA IMPORT. Gaur.c clotl!infl~· ,.,..,....,..._, . . ~.. ·• . , ., ., - .·· ... 
fabrics, gift spices, 2p per cent off on "<:lfrLI\iQ .•. CONSll'iRUG.TION _r.I~M !leo!;S ~ canvasers. 
items 2920 Centr•l SE 266·8353 3/12' ,,:~·- •··· , :A.vpr11gc l:'lllcldy comnll~~torr $l80and•tlp. Arrange 
• · ' · · ~ ' · · · ' · 'trour~:2~$,3'g$6,:~68·3l~IJ. . ',MO . 
1974 SS NOVA, A/C, steel belled radials, 35(),. · :., . · .· ., . ,.,.~ ·"''·"• • 
engine, 3 spd. Excellent condition $2600. 29~·1963 7 .• · TRAVEL' ··~ · '• 
after 4:00,. 3/5 · · · · · · · 
ELECTRONICS SURPLUS SALE: 31)2 Pine NE. ·~.UROPE Hrow ,$28~ r.t.l ASIA (frorn $499 r.t.l 
Saturday nnd Sunday. Lols of goodies! 3/5 Lg~ c11st jet f1Lrcs 11U·;ov.er:tho.world Railpasses, 
1969 OLDSM Ol1!LE-98 all power. Good condition. c'te. I.T .8. (3P3J443!7:5~4. 203.1 'Brollclway, Boulder, 
$850 or nearlls~ offer, Call Okunor, 277·5644 Colo=80302. 3/10 ~ 
(work) or 243·4264 !horne), 3/10 -V-IS~I-T_R_U_S_S...:l...:A-.:.._L_P -n.i_n_g-ra-d-, _P_e_t_r-oz-.a-b_o_ti_slc-, 
1972 DATSUN PICKUP, 620 series, new cluLch, 
good tires, rnusLsoll. $1575,881-3734. 3/5 
1973 YAMAHA 250 ENDURO, excellent running 
condition. 265·2876, 3/5 
1966 MUSTANG 3-specd, ne..; transmission and 
~ reltpholstercd, $900,256-1378. 3/10 
WA 'fER BED, $75, 268·1654, 3/5 
USED, GOOD . CONQITJON Ynrnaha I"G·l80 
guitar, case & accessories. New $209.00; asking 
. $175.00. Call 873-1159cvcnings, 3/5 
Novgorod, Moscow, Ode~sa, Kiev, ijudapesl, 
Prague. J'une 9-Jl!ly 8, Total cost41.442, Includes-
meals, transportatloo, ltotels, $200· dcpgsit, Con· 
tact George Harutunlanat 351·A Ortega Hall, 277· 
2434. horne 298·2229. 3/10 
------------~ -----.--.---.----
8. MISCEIALANEOUS 
DRESSERS, CHEST OF DRAWERS, vaniti!!s, 
plesafe, antiqutl· kitchen cabinet, antique radio, 
rocker which needs work, )Jed frames, baby bed. 
Anything. Goes Ltd. 1706 Central SE, 3/9 
If You Care What You 
Put In Your Bod,y-You 
Should care What You 
Put On It! 
5. FOR SALE 
FOR SALE: 1973 Chevy LUV pickup, runs good. 
~nil evonings Sarah 344·8568. 3/8 
FHYfoJ .BOOTS-Ladies size 8M: $50 (pnirl $651. 
£~11 Day a 268·0332, 3/5 
ROSSIGND STRATO l0,_2_S_K_I_S_175c~;;~ 
condition, $30. 277·4285. 3/6 
·~----
BICYCLE; HEPAIR SPECJAJ,.Whcels trued, 
brakes & gears adjusted, chain cleaned & 
lubricated, all bad cables replaced, handlebars 
tapes-usually $12, now $7.49 offer good thru Mar· 
ch 31. The Spinning Whcel,109 Yale Blvd SE, 242· 
7888. 3/5 
'l'YPEWRI'l'ERS-Adlcr 'rippa, new. $79 one year 
WnrranLy. Duke City Typewriter, 1325 San Mateo 
NE:, 265·8347, 3/12 
SKIS STEP-IN Bindings, size 10 boots, poles all 
for $35, 26~·4602. 3/5 
BAND WHO PLA. YS Dar an~ club typc·rock seeks 
stca(jy gigs orono nightcrs. 266·4453. 3/9 
OJ.,D TOWN SHOP wants art on consignment, 11 
arn·4 Pill. 243·1628. 3/9 
EARN $250 pN thousand addrcsslng·stuffing en· 
vclopes at horne. Inrormalion: send $1.00 plus ad-
dressed, stamped l.!nvclopc to Heskey Associates, 
Dox 821 MN!, Covington, Ken lucky 41012. 3/8 
FREE: SWEET, rE11TEr;;;;;J~-;;(.needs h~-~ CANON-I"T·D camera, 50mrn 1.8$175, Canon·FT 
$1 flO. 255·2119, 3/6 
-~----~--- ~~~~-- ·-· -· --··----·-·· 
197l MAZDA RX·2 sporL coUJIO, 4 speed, AC, 
luggage rttck, Michclins, After 6 p.rn. 296· 
6969. 3/6 
-..----,---,---;---c--_"""""'='----"-"--'"-'-"'.....,_~. -~~~• .,...,._,_,._ .. ,._""""' 
J'IWGEOT DICYCJ.,ES. $129.95. The llike Shop, 
~4~ ~~O.:!:~~~~§'';'':!~~!d• 3/,~-~--
STI~IU~O DEP'r. Closing nil 75 stereo depart• • 
lllent.ltccordcrs, components, 8·ln1cl\~. CD's 40 50 
p~r cent off, while they last. Qu;tlity Stereo, 3105 
Central NE, 256·!J505. !J/9 
·- ·~~-~"~~ -- ---~--------1966 l'IA'l' 1500 C11nvertible 5·speccl, AM/FM. 
N~w top, fronL end and eluteh. Good condition 
$7GO firm. 266·2270. 3/9 
GUI'fAR GIBSON J·50uccoustic 1959 rnodnl gn•aL 
instruml.!nt, $290, 261$-4602. 3/5 
----
NEW MEXICO'S BICYCI,E Touring t:entcr. 
Quality lO·spl'ed bicycles, camping, hiking, and 
backpacking equipment. Trailllaus Cyclery, 1031 
San Mateo SE, 255·1990. 3/5 
---~~-·----
6. EMPLOYMENT 
---~-------""'----"-'-'"'"""' ' HELP W ANTE!), Full or part tlrnc. Ab()Vc 
average incomt•.Jlunny's ~.corts. 266·7650. 3/9 
onc-hr old, spayed, has had shot: call 842· 
5796. 3!11 
---·--··--~-·-----·-·---·----·-----------·-·-----·-----·-----·-----------·----·1 
\ ~SQUE WHITNEY II i 
~ You'll be glad you've got a boot ~ 
\ this good ! (1.) PADDED COLLAR & ANKLE for ~ 
r comfort. (2.) PADDED TONGUE keeps out dirt. (3.) FULL "' r l GRAIN LEATHER is waxed for protection. (4.) GOOD· ~ 
l YEAR WELT with heavy stitching. (5.) VIBRAM'· l 
r LUG SOLE AND HEEL for support and traction. 1 
~ (6.) FULLY LEATHER LINED for inside l 
l comfort. l 
~ This heavyweight mountain climbing ~ i boot is designed to provide comfort ~ 
r plus support and rigidity. For a pro· r 
J fessional fit, come see us. l 
"The Bod.Y Care People" Body Bueno 2910 Central S.E. I U:.f!!J!? :!lnuntain <trltaltt ! New Mexico Daily Lobo 
Want Ads Say It 
InA Big Way 
~ ' ~ 
Enclosed S--· 
~ 6307 Menaul N .E. .. 881-5223 . . ~ 
,..._,,._.._..,._,_.._..._.._._._.,_._.,_._.._.._.._.,_._;._._.._._ • ._.._,_._.._.._._....__..___...J 
Classified Advertising Rates 
15c per word, Sl.OO minimum charge 
Terms • Cash in advance 
Please place the foJlowing classified advertisement in the 
New Mexico Daily Lobo time(s) beginning . , 
under the heading {circle one): L Personals; 2. Lost & 
Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employ~ 
meni; 7. Travel 8.1\1iscellaneous . 
. . 
Placed hy .... Telephone-. ___ ~~-~· _ 
~ ~;-. •• ••iii -· '- • • I 4lt. o.'- v ... " ' ' ~ . '\ ~ ' . 
Marron Hall, Rooin 131 
Or Mail To: 
UNM Box 20, University of New M.exico 
Albuquerque, New Mexico·87131 
